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KASBAH DU TOUBKAL

3 days/2 nights
From $1079 per person twin share*
Departs daily ex Casablanca
*Based on two people sharing, single prices on request.

INCLUSIONS

2 nights’ accommodation on a B&B basis,
transfers, meals and sightseeing as per itinerary.

I

n northern Morocco, Chefchaouen is
one of the country’s prettiest towns,
renowned for its blue-white washed stone
walls and cobblestone streets. The medina
is small and uncrowded compared to the
hustle and bustle of Fés and Marrakech,
making it a joy to explore. In the centre of
town is the picturesque Uta El Hammam
Plaza shadowed by the red-hued Kasbah,
an ancient walled fortress that contains a
lovely garden and fascinating ethnographic
museum. The beautifully decorated Riad
Cherifa sits overlooking the town, a mere
600 metres from the ancient Kasbah.

Visit the famous port city of
Essaouira on this 3 day extension
from Marrakech. Founded in the 18th
century by the Portuguese, the city was
rebuilt and fortified to take advantage
of the Trans-Saharan trade route. The
fortifications are a fascinating mix of
Portuguese and Moroccan architecture,
whilst the city is renowned for its
pretty whitewashed houses, art
galleries and markets. Explore this
vibrant city with your local guide and
see the famous spice souks, jewellery
markets and carpentry workshops.
3 day/2 night tour cost from: $633 p.p. twin
staying at the Villa De L’ô (standard room).
Please contact us for further details.

This community built lodge, 60km from
Marrakech in the Atlas Mountains came
to fruition when two British hikers
came across the ruined building in 1989.
Completely refurbished, it is now one of
National Geographic’s Unique Lodges
of the World, a fusion of Berber and
European cultures. The hotel has 14
beautiful rooms all with terraces and
gardens that give incredible views of the
Atlas peaks. The restaurant provides
a genuine Berber experience offering
authentic healthy meals. There is also a
traditional hammam (steam bath) and
guided walking excursions to enjoy.
3 day/2 night tour cost from: $678 p.p. twin
Please contact us for further details.

ITINERARY

Day 1
Chefchaouen
Today you will be met and transferred by road to
Riad Cherifa in Chefchaouen.
Day 2
Chefchaouen
This morning enjoy a walking tour of Chefchaouen,
visiting the ancient Kasbah. Explore the
ethnographic museum which houses numerous
pieces of clothing including the traditional djellaba
and visit a local oil mill. B
Day 3
Tour Ends
After breakfast transfer to Casablanca. Tour ends. B
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